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Abstract
My

research

has

investigated

how

cognitive

agents

acquire

structural

representation via iterative interaction with their environments, exercising
agency and learning from resultant perceptual experience. Over the past two
decades, my group has tackled this problem by applying predictive coding to
development of cognitive constructs of robots. Under the principle of predictive
coding, intense interaction occurs between top-down intention, which acts
proactively on the outer world, and the resultant bottom-up perceptual reality
accompanied by prediction error. We have found that compositionality, which
enables some conceptualization, including senses of minimal self and narrative
self, can emerge via iterative interactions, as a result of downward causation in
terms of constraints such as multiple spatio-temporal scale properties applied to
neural network dynamics. Finally, I will introduce our recent results that may
account for how abnormal development leads to some developmental diseases,
including autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and schizophrenia, which may be
caused by different types of failures in the top-down bottom-up interaction.
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